LNA, Nurse and Tech Speakout Form

Print Name:
Unit:
LNA, Nurse or Tech:
Years at UVM Medical Center:

**What are you organizing for? 1-3 Sentences.**

**LNAs:** What are you are organizing for. How do you want to improve patient care by organizing with your colleagues for safe staffing? What do you want the public to know about the current staffing situation?

**Nurses and Techs:** What is something that you have won by having a union. How has collective bargaining made your profession and patient care better? Why is it important for LNAs to have the same protections as nurses? What do you want the public to know about the current staffing situation?

Please return to VFNHP at hriemer@upvaft.org or fax to 871.5946. Statements will be shared with administrators and may be made public as part of the campaign for Safe Staffing.